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SHELBY HOOD PINS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Remove the black plastic radiator cover by pulling up on the center of the six retainers.

Remove the two bolts from one of the radiator upper brackets and remove bracket.
Install one hood pin bracket over the two bolt holes in the radiator support, turned to curl outward.
Install the radiator upper bracket over the hood pin bracket and install the two bolts.
Repeat with the other bracket.

If not using the Shelby Radiator Cover, set the stock radiator cover in place.
Mark where the hood pin brackets will pass through the radiator cover.
Remove the radiator cover and cut openings for the hook pin brackets.
Test fit the radiator cover, trim as necessary, then set aside.

Loosely install the hood pins in the brackets with a nut above and below the brackets.
Run the hood pins down as low as possible and tighten the nuts finger tight.
There are various methods to mark the drill point, such as masking tape or thin layer of clay on the bottom of the 
hood, chalk on top of the hood pin, etc.
Lower the hood until it contacts the hood pins. Mark bottom of hood and drill 3/4” holes.

Close and latch hood down with hood pins protruding through top of hood.
Center hole in dress plate over hood pins and orient the four mounting holes to desired position.
Mark mounting holes and drill to 1/16”.
Secure plates with supplied screws. Do not over tighten to prevent stripping out the hole.

Adjust hood pin so retaining pin will not drag across the dress plate. Tighten hood pin nuts.

Install one end of the cable to the retaining pin by pulling one end of the ring away from the pin just enough 
to install the cable end. Then let the end of the ring seat back into the pin.
Attach the other end of the cable to the vehicle by drilling and installing it to the radiator support near the 
hood pin bracket with a self-tapping screw or 1/8” rivet (not supplied). Excess cable can be tucked between 
the radiator support and the grille.

Set the radiator cover in place.
Install the six retainers and push the center locks fully down.
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